
This brewery uses only sake rice harvested in the same 
town as the brewery itself, and brews with water from 
the same spring the brewery has used since its 
founding, for a rich sense of terroir in their products.
From the very start, this brewery has focused on sake 
with a human touch, with quality as their top priority. 
Though they may be small, they strive to brew premium 
special-designation sake.

米百俵 栃倉酒造

Made from 100% 
Koshitanrei, an iconic sake 
rice from Niigata, which is 
polished down to just 
50% of its original mass by 
the brewery, for a junmai
ginjo sake that goes well 
beyond expectations. Light 
and delicate, yet with a 
naturally delicious richness 
from the rice used to brew 
it. The result is a truly local 
sake, from the people to 
the rice and water.

More Infomation
Specific designation：

Junmai-ginjo-shu
Raw ingredients：

Koshitanrei
Polished rice ratio：50%

Sake meter value：+3

（Taiwan, Maldives ）

Komehyappyou

Nagaoka Sekihan

Mail t-tochi@niks.or.jp

米百俵 純米吟醸
Komehyappyou Junmai Ginjo

Featured Sake Food Pairing
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Cups for Well Suited

Tochikura Sake Brewery Co., Ltd.

Nagaoka city is known 
for a unique variety of 
“sekihan”, made 
from local mochi rice  
seasoned with soy 
sauce. The saltiness 
brings out the best of 
this sake.

Jubun-hai

Serve chilled, 
warmed as a “nuru-
kan”, or anywhere 
in between, to match 
the meal or the 
season.
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常務取締役
栃倉 恒哲 氏

Executive Director
Tochikura Tsunesato

・ Tochikura Sake Brewery Co.,Ltd. 274-3, Odumi-machi 1otsu, Nagaoka-shi, Niigata

This novel sake cup 
makes use of siphon 
principles. The perfect 
way to make yourself 
slow down and savor 
your sake, instead of 
drinking too much.

Komehyappyou Umeshu
-Made by the Brewery

A pleasant and easy-to-drink 
umeshu made with light, 
delicate sake from Niigata, for 
a rich, full-bodied flavor.

Fermented Products from 
Sake Breweries

Shopping Information (e.g.)

Countries or regions where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery

Local Sake Breweries

（A delicious ways to drink）

Brand Brewery


